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Trump Delegates Warmaking to Generals. “A Nuclear War could Start without Trump”

By Stephen Lendman, April 18, 2017

He’s  letting  hawkish  generals  make  battlefield  decisions  –  overseen  by  Defense  Secretary
Mattis, National Security Advisor McMaster and Joint Chiefs chairman Dunford.

“Making America Great Again” by Reducing the World to Ashes?

By Felicity Arbuthnot, April 18, 2017

If  the US makes a nuclear attack on North Korea, the megalomaniacal, narcissistic and
seemingly frighteningly ill  informed Donald Trump – who, in an early telephone call  to
President Putin was reported as having to put his  hand over the mouthpiece and ask
someone what the START Treaty (Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, 4) was – could trigger
the unimaginable.

Who is Behind “Fake News”? Mainstream Media Use Fake Videos and Images

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 17, 2017

The mainstream corporate media is desperate.

They want to suppress independent and alternative online media, which it categorizes as
“fake news”.

Readers on social media are warned not to go onto certain sites.

A Government of Morons and War Criminals

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, April 16, 2017
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Clinton twice  launched military  attacks  on Serbia,  ordering NATO to  bomb the former
Yugoslavia twice, both in 1995 and in 1999, so that gives Bill two war crimes. George W.
Bush invaded Afghanistan and Iraq and attacked provinces of Pakistan and Yemen from the
air. That comes to four war crimes for Bush. Obama used NATO to destroy Libya and sent
mercenaries to destroy Syria, thereby committing two war crimes. Trump attacked Syria
with US forces, thereby becoming a war criminal early in his regime.

Destroying Palestinian Agriculture? Israeli Planes Spray Herbicides Inside Gaza for the Fourth
Time This Year

By Natasha Roth, April 17, 2017

Israeli  planes sprayed herbicides inside the Gaza Strip  for  the second day running on
Wednesday and the fourth time this year, according to local farmers and Israeli rights NGO
Gisha. A video published on Wednesday, allegedly of the crop-dusting, shows a plane flying
low and spraying over farmland.
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